Assignment 7 - Individual Web Page Project
Grading Key

☐ (minus 50% if not checked) Review of the source codes: comments lines at the start of every page that lists who created the page, the date created and the date of the last modification. In addition, proper code layout using indenting, lots of white space, and use of comments throughout the document must be included.

Basic design of all the pages.
☐ (13 points) Overall design. Pages designed as a TABLE (NOT FRAMES). The final design must be such that it has a top header section, a side menu bar and a main body.
☐ (2 points) Use a background color in at least one of the three cells.
☐ (5 points) Header section. Should include their name in the center, a Pitt Logo of some kind on the right side and the words Individual Web Page on the left side.
☐ (2 points) Different font sizes for their name and the text on the left side.
☐ (2 points) Under the name in a different size font add a line of text.
☐ (2 points) Menu bar - List of links to other pages.
☐ (2 points) The color of the text for the link in the menu should be different from the other items in the menu, when that page is displayed
☐ (5 points) Each item in the menu bar must be linked to a different web page with the same basic design of a header, menu and main body.

__________Total points (33 points)

My Bio page
☐ (5 points) The index file that opens first should have the text for the My Bio link displayed in the main body.
☐ (1 points) The page should include a few paragraphs that is at least 300 words long
☐ (3 points) Page should include their picture,
☐ (2 points) Font type of the text Arial and the color of the text something other than black.
☐ (2 points) At the end, a Postal Address using line breaks.
☐ (4 points) Include their email with a link.

__________Total points (17 points)

Hobbies page
☐ (1 point) <H2> heading titled "Hobbies and Interests".
☐ (2 Point) Center the heading and make the color of the heading something other than black.
☐ (2 points) Use any design to describe your hobbies and/or Interests.

__________Total points (5 points)

Interesting Societies page
☐ (1 point)<H2> heading titled "Interesting Professional Society". Center the heading and make the color of the heading something other than black.
☐ (1 point) A short paragraph that identifies a Professional Society or Association that deals with an area of engineering that interests you. Center this text using the <center> tag.
☐ A nested unnumbered list. The primary list items should be:
  • (1 point) Who are the members of this society?
    o (1 point)
      o size of membership,
      o who are the members –students, engineers, faculty, others
  • (1 point) Why does this association exist?
    o (1 point)
      o services, 
      o conferences, publications, etc.
  • (1 point) Becoming a member
    o (1 point)
      o why you would join this organization,
o how would it be useful to you as an engineer
 (1 point) give the web site for the organization.
 (1 point) Somewhere in the text underline something.
 (1 point) make something bold
 (1 point) make something italic
 (1 point) add an image of the society logo
 (2 point) link the image to the society web page. Make sure the link open a new browser window.

_________Total points (15 points)

**Engineering Careers page**
 (1 point) <H2> heading titled "What do Engineers do?" Center the heading and make the color of the heading something other than black.
 (1 point) 1-2 paragraph introduction. Make the color, size and type of font for this text something different that the rest of the web page.
 (2 point) Include a numbered list that identifies an overview of careers in engineering. The list should include at least 5 items and should list the items with Capital letters starting with the letter D.
 (1 point) <H3> heading that lists your area of interest, make the color of the heading something other than black.
 (1 point) Followed by 1-2 paragraphs about the career in this area. Somewhere in this description of your area of interest add another ordered list that lists at least 5 items that gives an overview of careers in your specific area of interest.
 (2 point) This list should use lower case roman numerals and begin with "i".

_________Total points (8 points)

**Engineering Companies page**
 (1 point) <H2> heading titled "What types of companies hire engineers?". Center the heading and make the color of the heading something other than black.
 (1 point) Numbered list that lists 2 companies that hire engineers in your area of interest. The list should start with the number 1.
  • (1 point) Below each list item, write 1-2 paragraphs about the each company you select.
  • (1 point) unnumbered list for the types of products
  • (1 point) unnumbered list for the services each company offers.
  • (1 point) Describe the working environment in each company: such as salaries, location(s), hours, etc.
 (1 point) Add an image of either a company logo or a product that the company makes.

_________Total points (7 points)

**Related links page**
 (1 point) <H2> heading titled "Related Links". Center the heading and make the color of the heading something other than black.
 (3 points) unordered list that includes a link to the University of Pittsburgh's web page, the Univ of Pitt. School of Engineering's web page, the web page for the department you think you are interested in, and then 5 other sites that you find interesting.
 (3 points) Each of these links must open a new browser window.

_________Total points (7 points)

**Anything goes page**
 (5 point) This page is whatever you want it to be.
 (3 point) Include at least one image.

_________Total points (8 points)

_________Total points (100 points)